This paper presents a performance and evaluation environment for complex surveillance system design. The system consists of environment model, execution model, and application and evaluation model. The environment model interprets the script and creates objects in a surveillance environment so that various situations can be evaluated. The execution model modifies generated data with the perspective of each sensor and reflects algorithm execution behavior. The application model allows building large scale collaborative operations. The system behavior is parameterized for simple representations. The feasibility of the proposed method is illustrated through the case studies for improving the prototype surveillance system.
Introduction
Many researchers have been interested in surveillance systems with heterogeneous sensors. They usually consist of various sensors to complement each other, such as visual sensors, identification sensors, motion sensors, and acoustic sensors. The visual sensors are used to monitor moving objects and identification sensors are used to identify them [1] [2] [3] [4] . The motion sensors or the acoustic sensors are usually used to detect many abnormal behaviors by any movements or sounds in the surveillance region [5, 6] . The association between heterogeneous sensors is also to identify and track an object [7, 8] . Due to the characteristics of a sensor's detection, the performance of the surveillance system is heavily affected by the environmental factors [9, 10] .
In order to evaluate surveillance system design and its internal algorithms, simulation based methods have been widely used in the research community [11, 12] . They are used for verifying the adequacy of the surveillance system designed and the visualization and modification of large amounts of data before the costly system is physically installed [13] . Some researchers [14, 15] present a virtual environment to test and compare developed algorithms, but they usually focus on the visual surveillance system only. It is limited to evaluating the most recent surveillance system using heterogeneous sensors [16] . Also, most simulation based approach is performed in limited environment, to highlight the novelty and characteristics of the proposed design [17] [18] [19] . Such simulation is inadequate to measure the performance of the system design in a realistic environment. More importantly, the common problem in all the simulation based approaches lies in their complexity [20] .
In this paper, we present a modeling methodology for easily and flexibly representing a variety of surveillance applications as well as dynamic environments. The environment model for simulating realistic environments is specified with simplified representation. It covers a surveillance environment, objects with scheduled or random motions, and sensors with dynamic reconfiguration and time-varying coverage. In order to model sensor's processing and collaboration, we provide an execution model. Its key idea is to model the execution behavior of an actual surveillance system in a simplified format instead of an actual implementation. The parameterized models enable us to test various surveillance designs in a short amount of time. All scripts are parameterized in the proposed systems. The proposed modeling allows the designer to evaluate the target system through rapid prototyping. 
Motivation and Problem Description
This work is motivated by the necessity of evaluation tool for cost-effective surveillance system design and for easy comparison of diverse surveillance system structures. The effective surveillance deployment flow based on our proposed model is compared to the conventional one in Figure 1 . In a conventional deployment flow, it is very costly to design and deploy a large scale surveillance system (i.e., the final target system must be fully implemented in order to evaluate it). As the complexity of surveillance environment actually changes, the deployed system may not operate efficiently or may not guarantee sufficient accuracy. With the proposed deployment flow, we can effectively design and deploy surveillance systems even as the complexity increases. Thus, the proposed deployment method allows evaluating system even before the system implementation. Figure 2 shows an overview of the proposed platform. When the large scale surveillance system is described, there are three main components in the structure. First, the userdefined information must be provided (as a script file). These include map information, type of sensors used, and the object trajectory information. The user-defined information defines a specific target system. Once the information is defined, the simulation platform executes the behavior of the target applications. Note that when we describe the behavior, the actual implementations are not necessary. Since we can obtain a complete system simulation information, visualization and monitoring are possible for average longterm performance analysis such as an effect of algorithmic changes or environment changes.
The overall platform operation requires an interaction between the scenario generation and behavior execution as illustrated in Figure 3 . When the user-defined information is provided, the platform scheduler generates all object motion information. This information is then used by the subsequent execution model. In order to model the dynamic behavior of the sensors, the interface mechanism is provided such that the sensor characters may be changed by the application. In the execution model, the topological representation of heterogeneous sensors and the collaborative signal processing among them are easy to be modeled as a parameterized script.
Scenario Modeling

Object Motion Representation and Generation.
We model an object as a 3-dimensional rectangular parallelepiped since the detection of a visual sensor, such as camera, depends on an object's height and orientation with respect to the camera. For each object, we provide a global identification which is uniquely used in an enterprise environment. In addition to the globally defined identification within the platform, there is additional information we need to maintain such as RFID tag identification. It is necessary for evaluating the performance characteristics by using object identification as ground-truth reference. Figure 4 illustrates the data structure maintained by the scenario generator about the object. The data structure describes the complete information about the object trajectories. In order to represent a trajectory path of each object, we define the spatial and temporal parameters about an object's movement. For the spatial parameters, we maintain a departure place and an arrival place for each object. However, for random generation of an object, this spatial information is randomly assigned by the simulation.
In the environment, the map is represented by a graph with nodes and edges (i.e., the edges for a path in the map and the nodes for intersections and/or key places such as doors or elevators). In order to represent a path as staying in a specific position, we specify an identical node index. For the path's temporal parameters, we use a departure time range and an arrival time range. The start and end time are specified in a time range. In order to represent a path departing or arriving at a specific time, we specify the time identically to the start and end time. By setting a time range with the time gap, we represent a path departing or arriving at random time in the time gap. In order to represent a path without specific time requirements, we use "random" in a time range. In order to represent a path with velocity variation, we use the field about an object's velocity.
Sensor Characterization and Dynamics.
In the environment model, any type of sensors can be incorporated including visual sensors, proximity sensors, and identification sensors. These sensors are specified before the system evaluation. There are two types of sensors: real sensors and pseudo sensors. The real sensors are the ones that are physically available such as cameras and RFID readers. The pseudo sensors are virtual sensors such as homographic lines to detect the events. Typically, these sensors can be dynamically configured during the operations in real time. Figure 5 illustrates the script of sensor characteristics provided as user-defined information. A visual sensor, such as a static camera, is configured with several parameters. The extrinsic information includes panning and zooming capability. The intrinsic parameters include distortion factors and so forth. In addition, various parameters such as resolution and sampling rate are also specified. In order to model the camera's image capture, we will use a mathematical camera model in modifier.
However, an active camera is dynamically configured by a surveillance application after it is initially configured. Since the camera's movement includes mechanical movement, the movement time is greater than the computation time, such that it cannot be ignored for the realistic modeling. Thus, we introduce an interface function. It uses camera index, panning, tilting, and zooming value from the application model as input. By comparing the value of corresponding parameters from the script to those input values, it obtains the delta values. By using the translation speed and zooming speed of the camera index in the script, it computes the time taken by the camera movement. An RFID sensor is one of the widely used identification sensors. We model the RFID sensor with a several parameters. We model RFID coverage as a circle centering the RFID location. Some application may change the coverage dynamically by reconfiguring RFID's radiation power in the middle of its operation. The interface function we discussed is simply extended for dynamic RFID coverage change by replacing RFID coverage radius in the script with the new value from the application model. However, in the actual deployment of the RFID sensors, the RFID coverage has characteristics of its boundary fluctuating in time. Because of this characteristic, even though an object continues to be in a location within the coverage, it is not always detected. To model the fluctuation, we use RFID coverage deviation factor as an attribute. Thus, we introduce the time-varying fluctuation model to model the realistic coverage fluctuation. The model uses RFID coverage radius as an input and outputs a set of grids which an RFID reader actually reaches. It produces the output every simulation time. Such operation is illustrated in Figure 6 . 
Execution Behavior Modeling Platform
System User/system User/system User/system User model. The execution model takes the environment data from the environment model as input, and then it generates behaviorally processed low-level data which is system dependent and is commonly used for surveillance applications. The application model simulates a specific surveillance application by transforming the low-level data to synthetic high-level data which is application-dependent. In the end, the application model evaluates the surveillance application under the simulated environment by using the low-level and high-level data. We categorize components of the execution model as sensor based and object based. The sensor-based execution models model the sensor's detection behavior of surveillance system. Modifier and perceiver shown in Figure 7 belong to the sensor-based models. A pair of modifier and perceiver are needed for each sensor. In the data perspective, the modifier represents ideal sensor-to-object relationship as an output, while perceiver gives realistic relationship by altering the ideal information by incorporating the algorithm behavior.
On the other hand, object-based component is for modeling behavior of system based on multiple sensor's collaboration. Local processing and tracking/prediction processing models are examples. Both models represent object-to-sensor relationship and pass new information made by multiple sensor's collaboration. However, the local processing model is under complete detection information about an object, while tracking/prediction processing model is under partial detection.
The overall platform operates as a sequential execution of different models as shown in Figure 8 . The process of every model has code to execute and data to produce. The platform executes in the order of E Proc, M Proc, P Proc, S Proc, T Proc, and A Proc. In each model, a code is composed of system code and user code. The system code processes and generates data that are not application specific. The user code is application specific and must be provided as a template code to complete the system simulation. The system code in the process keeps generating system data necessary for the user code of the process or other processes to decide when and how to make a decision. On the other hand, the user code of a process generates user data by using the system data of the process and system/user data of other processes. At any given simulation iteration, all processes can use the data generated by the previous model as well as all of data obtained in the previous simulation iterations. A history of the data for all processes is also necessary for final evaluation.
Sensor-Based Execution Models
Modifier.
As we discussed, the modifier takes the data from the scenario model and performs the idea sensor processing. The modifier keeps its local data structure, M Data, with five attributes, object ID, object position, neighboring object IDs, sensor ID, and object data. The object ID is for globally distinguishing objects which appear in the simulation. The object position is for the object's location with respect to a sensor. The neighboring object IDs are a list of objects IDs which are within a certain distance from the object ID with respect to a sensor. The object data is static information about an object which is related to a sensor but does not depend on object's status. In this paper, we consider camera, RFID reader, proximity sensor, and acoustic sensor for the modifier. For instance, when a modifier models a camera, the object position is about object's pixel position on an image. If a modifier models RFID reader, then the object data is a tag ID. In order to model sensor's ideal detection, we consider two types of functions in the system code of M Proc. Function type 1 has the characteristic of generating new object's information every simulation time. It is because the detection information depends on the relationship between object's global location and sensor's global location and detection condition. Function type 2 has characteristic of copying the static detection data from E Data. Whenever an object is detected, the detection result is always constant. For instance, a camera and acoustic sensor are representative examples for function type 1, and RFID reader and proximity sensor are for function type 2.
Perceiver.
The purpose of the perceiver is to modify the ideal information generated by the modifier into realistic information according to the algorithmic behavior specified as a user code. Even though an object can be detected in the modifier, the perceiver can change the detection status. The internal operation is illustrated in Figure 9 . In order to model object's local position prediction, P Proc maintains P Data. It has attributes object ID and track ID. The system code of perceiver is responsible for local tracking and prediction for which we define two types of functions. The first type for local tracking simply models ideal tracking by storing track ID and tracking result for each object in M Data in P Data. The track ID is generated if an object is detected at time but was not at time − 1. For this, it checks if an object ID in M Data appeared in the previous P Data. The second type of function is for prediction. It applies the future object information in M Data from + 1 to + to the above first type of function. Thus, it stores the result in P Data.
However, the perceiver process usually depends on the user code. It is because the perceiver is for modeling behavior of realistic detection/tracking system according to the parameters affecting the system. In fact, those parameters are given by a user. Thus, we categorize two types of functions in the user code of P Proc. The detection function type makes object's actual detection data by injecting error or failure based on current object status. On the other hand, the tracking function type uses previous object status as well as current object status for making the actual detection data.
Estimation and Prediction Behavior Modeling
Sequence Model.
While sensor-based execution models provide all necessary information from the sensor perspective, this information must be transformed into object perspective in order to incorporate the target algorithm behavior. The perspective transformation is performed in the sequence model. The internal data structure for the sequence model is illustrated in Figure 10 . Once the information is transformed, the sequence model models the execution behavior of multiple sensor collaboration system. It especially focuses on the collaboration between homogeneous sensors. In order to easily model the execution behavior of collaboration algorithm, the sequence model transforms sensorbased data which each perceiver maintains for its related sensor to object-based data. Thus, for each object, the system code of the sequence model maintains S Data with a list of sensor IDs which sense the object, detection result according to sensor types including sensor ID, event type, and sensed data. For each simulation, it creates S Data by copying the above data from system data of each perceiver.
Then, the sequence model generates algorithm result according to parameterized sensor collaboration algorithms. The association algorithm precedes localization algorithm. Thus, modeling for localization algorithm using two sensors requires that association algorithm using same sensors necessarily is defined. For the sequence order, the sequence model executes the association algorithm model first and then the localization algorithm model later. It also clearly specifies used sensors with the result as an output. For association algorithm, when sensor IDs in S Data for an object include two sensor IDs of an algorithm parameter, the sequence model determines the object that is associated with those two sensors.
Tracking and Estimation.
The tracking/prediction model models the execution behavior of algorithm using multiple sensors requiring multiple cycles, while the sequence model models the execution behavior determining its output at the single (current) cycle time. An example modeled by the tracking/prediction model is the association algorithm between heterogeneous sensors. Since they use different sampling time and their sampling time is not synchronized, it is impossible to determine the association result in the cycle time. Thus, in the real implementation, a time window to associate data from different sensors is often used. Similarly, the tracking algorithm requires multiple cycles to guarantee object's seamless tracking. Due to the imperfect sensor detection, object is not detected by a sensor such that the global tracking using multiple sensors may fail. However, such failure is often recovered by using previous successful tracking information about an object.
The execution behavior of global tracking is modeled by maintaining a global ID for an object. For each global tracking algorithm, the tracking model considers objects whose sensor IDs include algorithm representation's sensor IDs, every simulation time.
The tracking/prediction model also models the prediction behavior of algorithm using multiple sensors estimating the future result of data. A surveillance application in need of this prediction mechanism is for the optimum sensor scheduling and the object coverage. By predicting existing object's global locations, the coverage of sensors is dynamically reconfigured.
Application Behavior Modeling and Interaction
Application
Model. The execution behavior modeling described in the paper specifies a low-level local processing. In order to complete the surveillance system specification and modeling, all data in the platform must be utilized. In the proposed platform, the application behavior modeling is done through event-based processing. To support eventbased processing, we represent an event source with the sensor type and event name. A list of event sources for an application model is defined in the user script. For each event source, the system code of the application model searches if an object in T Data has a specified event name as output of a specified sensor type. Then, the application model copies T Data of the object to A Data such that the remaining processes of the application model operate based on the A Data. As a result, by filtering data about predefined events, the event-based application is modeled in the data level.
Sensor Scheduling with Reconfiguration.
In many surveillance systems, the sensors are scheduled according to the change in the environment, for example, the changes in object density distributions and traffics. Based on the object traffics and sensor availability, the system often performs sensor scheduling and reconfiguration (i.e., view modifications). This execution behavior can be easily modeled by providing a user code in A Proc model. A user code models sensor's dynamic reconfiguration fed back by an application by manipulating sensor reconfiguration data. In many surveillance applications, sensors are often reconfigured for sensing an object of interest sophisticatedly in the middle of application operation. A user code in the application model simply updates target sensor's configuration values. The sensor reconfiguration is modeled through a user code, not the system code. When a user code updates the target sensor configuration values in the sensor parameters, the interface function in the environment model adjusts the current sensor configuration to the target configuration according to sensor's reconfiguration characteristics.
Collaboration of Surveillance Applications.
Modeling the behavior of collaboration within the surveillance applications is physically set up as separate systems or as a single system with multiple concurrent processes. In either case, the common behavior is that the application models exchange the information that they generate within their local domain. It is because the application model modeling surveillance applications maintains the user data for them together. Such collaboration between multiple concurrent local processing can be easily modeled in the proposed platform. The specification of their behavior is also modeled in A Proc model. Since all necessary information is available, a user code is able to use the previous or current data exactly the same as the behavior of information exchange. Specifically, the application model is able to model for scheduling sensors and sensor load balancing in large scale surveillance domains. In order to properly model, the platform maintains all the objects which are globally identified through sensors by the execution model. The application model obtains a list of objects that each sensor captures from the execution model. Thus, it assigns a camera to each object.
Case Study
In the case study, our objective is to demonstrate that the proposed modeling methodology is able to represent the large scale surveillance system, by reusing parameters of actual visual detection/tracking algorithm that we developed internally. The entire system is specified with scripts without the actual implementation. We simulate the surveillance system in CEWIT research center of Stony Brook University. The target application scenario is configured with 8 cameras and 8 RFID sensors as shown in Figure 11 . The RFID coverage is modeled as a time-varying boundary. A face based detection algorithm is modeled in this study (i.e., an object is detected when the face with a specified minimum area is visible by the camera). A prior information based tracking is modeled (i.e., an object is tracked if previous detection history is available). The objects motions are pseudo randomly generated with a specified start position and time, end position, and average velocity. In case of crowding, the direction of motion is changed to avoid the collision (i.e., the object traffic models the employees of the center). The simulation has been conducted in order to see the effectiveness of the algorithm on object association performance (i.e., analysis of false association rate and miss association rate). The simulation has been executed for one hour real time but less than 3 minutes of simulation time.
The corresponding platform model is illustrated in Figure 12 . In the platform model, interaction of data transfer and usages are illustrated. Since the target application requires extensive sensor collaboration, S Proc and T Proc heavily use their own local data. In addition, E Data is accessed by the S Proc directly in order to execute behavior of the sensor collaboration. As shown in the figure, S Proc and T Proc are extensively interactive for object association operations (associating visual information with tag information). Note that different execution behavior of the same environment can be easily modified for performance comparisons among different specifications. Since we have specified the detection with the face, the face detection user code and user data are generated in the model. Similarly, use codes and data are specified in the subsequent models. Figure 13 illustrates overall visualization of the case study. The execution behavior of all sensors as well as the application can be evaluated. The visualization displays the status of all objects (i.e., indicating false and miss association). The performance of each sensor, the tracking performance, and the association performance can be visualized for effective verification of the specification. Based on this visualization capability, a long term performance can be investigated.
Conclusion
This paper presents a performance evaluation environment for effective surveillance system design. The platform is designed so that only the target application behavior specification is needed. The proposed modeling is organized with a chain of an environment model and a series of execution models so that an overall behavior of the system can be easily described and evaluated. All scripts are parameterized in the proposed systems. Complex operations such as sensor collaboration can also be represented. The proposed modeling allows the designer to evaluate the target system through rapid prototyping. The proposed methodology is especially effective for large scale system design.
